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Abstract

Laminar Traffic Flow
A Continuous-Flow Algorithm for Intersecting Traffic of Automated Vehicles

By
Nir Studnitski
Master of Science in Computer Science

This Computer Science Masters Thesis sets out to explore an algorithmic
approach to traffic regulation of automated vehicles in a single intersection. For this
purpose, an X-shaped intersection with randomized oncoming traffic is simulated using
Unity 3D in C#. The Laminar Traffic Flow algorithm (LTF), written for the purposes of
this thesis, is then used to modulate each arriving vehicle’s speed in a way that would
allow it — regardless of its size, speed, or turning plan — to drive through the
intersection without stopping or colliding with other vehicles.
Analysis of LTF’s performance when compared to a simulation of a standard,
traffic-lights-regulated intersection, shows LTF to have the following advantages:
•

Higher throughput: Up to 20% more vehicles per second go through the
intersection.

•

Lower through-time: Vehicles going through the intersection do not need to
stop, and maintain their average speed to give minimal through-time, as if the
intersection is empty.

vi

The LTF algorithm did however demonstrate the disadvantage of having a failure
point, a certain amount of incoming traffic load past which it cannot find a solution. How
this failure point can be avoided is discussed in the conclusion (Chapter 7).
With recent and future advances in traffic automation, the LTF algorithm may be
of use in many areas where traffic needs to be regulated, such as intersections, railway
intersections, robotic warehouses, and drone control.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Impetus
Automated cars are an exciting new development that many herald as the next
revolution in transportation. These cars, such as the ones in the Google Self-Driving
Project, can navigate urban roads and highways with full autonomy [1]. Business Insider
has predicted that by 2020, there would be more than 10 million self-driving cars in the
US[2], with an exponential upward trend that is sure to overtake non-autonomous
vehicles. Aside from the comfort offered by these vehicles, rise is given to new
opportunities in traffic regulation that were heretofore impossible.
With ever-rising traffic congestion, the possibility of utilizing automation for
improved traffic flow presents itself as a compelling new area of research. Specifically,
the question at the basis of this thesis is: Assuming a future environment where all
vehicles on the road are autonomous, is it possible to regulate traffic in such a way that
no vehicle ever has to stop at an intersection? Such an intersection may offer much
greater efficiency than the current ones, which are regulated by traffic-lights, stop signs,
or a turnaround. In addition, computerized control of vehicles may offer a higher degree
of safety, eliminating human error or malpractice and assuring a safe passage through the
intersection.
In order to explore this question, two steps are required: the construction of an
intersection environment, and the design of an algorithm capable of regulating the traffic
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within this simulation, while being independent from it. In other words: the algorithm is
required to be a ‘receiver’ of traffic, while the simulation is the ‘producer’ of traffic.

Simulation Requirements / Parameters
In order for the simulation to successfully represent the challenges of traffic
regulation, it must have the following:
•

Crossing traffic with at least two lanes in each direction.

•

Incoming vehicles which vary in size: sedans, vans, ambulances, school buses,
etc. The size/type of each vehicle must be kept random while representing normal
traffic (fewer busses than cars, etc.).

•

Incoming vehicles which vary in their turning plans: Some wish to use the
intersection to turn left or right, and some wish to go straight. This must be
random, and while the percentages of vehicle that wish to turn in each direction
was adjustable, it was kept at 25% right - 25% left - 50% straight during testing
(see Chapter 6).

•

A measure is needed to modulate the incoming traffic’s spawn frequency (how
many vehicles approach per second), in order to simulate varying traffic loads.

Laminar Traffic Flow Algorithm Requirements
In imagining a real-life scenario in which an automated vehicle approaches an
intersection and imparts information about itself to any regulating computer present, it is
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reasonable to assume the algorithm will have access to geometric data about any
approaching vehicle. With that in mind, the LTF algorithm must adhere to the following:
•

It must receive the following input for each arriving vehicle: location, speed,
dimensions, direction and turning plan.

•

Having received the above, the algorithm will be allowed to modulate the
vehicle’s speed and that alone – no control is given over lane choice, turning plan,
and so on.

•

The algorithm must ensure the safe passage of the vehicle, without causing the
vehicle to stop or slow down significantly. For the purpose of the testing done in
this thesis, the permissible speed range was set to 25% - 175% of incoming speed.

Six Arising Questions
The experiment conducted by this thesis gives insight into the following questions:
1. Is such an approach feasible? Can traffic be regulated in such a manner safely?
2. What is the efficiency gain over standard intersections?
3. How does this approach reduce the average wait-time needed to go through an
intersection when traffic is heavy?
4. Is there a traffic-load saturation point, beyond which a solution cannot be found?
5. What consideration might there be to incorporate pedestrians and cyclists?
6. How should the algorithm behave should a non-autonomous vehicle approach the
intersection?
3

The following chapters follow:
2) Simulated Environment Walkthrough. This chapter introduces, in broad-strokes,
the Unity 3D environment used, as well as the construction of traffic simulation, both
with and without traffic-lights.
3) Laminar Traffic Flow Algorithm Walkthrough. This chapter describes the
algorithm used, and explains its architecture, inner working and thread structure. In
addition, the LTF’s versioning is discussed.
4) Program Design. This chapter delves into the detail and complexity of the entire
program (LTF algorithm and simulated environment) from a computer science
perspective. Classes and threads are introduced.
5) Implementation Challenges. This chapter introduces some of the key challenges
that had to be overcome in order to successfully implement the LTF algorithm, and
achieve collision-free flow through the intersection.
6) Testing Procedure and Result Analysis. This chapter introduces the testing
procedure, and analyzes the resulting throughput of the algorithm in comparison to a
standard, traffic-lights regulated intersection.
7) Conclusion. A review and analysis of what was accomplished.
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Chapter 2: Simulation Environment Walkthrough
IDE: Unity 3D[3]
Unity 3D is a convenient gaming development platform. It offers an object
oriented, frame-based simulation environment, and supports multithreading.
Among Unity’s useful attributes are the ability to enact a GUI for easy control of
the simulation, as well as a native spawning ability, which creates and destroys objects
(vehicles) as needed. Another attribute of Unity that was used is its own collision
detection. Each vehicle was
bound

by

a

collision

box

(Figure 1), to detect collision
between vehicles independently
from the Laminar Traffic Flow

Figure 1: Car mesh and bounding box

algorithm’s own collision detection techniques. This provided a ‘real-life’ feedback,
showing moments where the algorithm failed to prevent a collision when it occurred.
Another convenient tool Unity offers is its asset store, which allowed for quick download
of various vehicle meshes.
One note of complication with Unity is its use of Quaternions for spatial
orientation,

which

complicated

computation,

especially

when

translating

location/direction data into and out of the algorithm, which uses 2D vectors. An
additional difficulty arose from unity’s inexact frame timing, which led to precision
insufficiencies which had to be overcome (see Chapter 5). Lastly, the downloaded vehicle
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meshes lacked accuracy in their pivot and center definitions, which caused vehicles to be
slightly off from where their location was supposed to be (see Chapter 5).

Intersection Simulation
In

order

to

simulate

an

intersection, one was constructed by
overlaying originally generated lane
images on Unity 3D’s Quad objects.
The intersection constructed comprises
of a basic X structure, with two lanes in
each direction (Figure 2a).
Figure 2a: Intersection

Traffic Simulation – No Traffic Lights
13 types of vehicles were uploaded into the environment: 9 various cars, one pickup
truck, one school bus, one ambulance and one van. Unity 3D’s main game thread,
GameController, was given a vehicle spawning function in its Update function (the
Update function fires every frame). The spawning function randomly selects one of the
13 Vehicles. It then determines where to place the vehicle by following the following
plan:
•

Randomly choose one of two overall directions: north/south, or east/west. This is
to ensure that if one direction is heavy with traffic and spawning in it is not
available, that vehicles do not get spawned in another direction, unnaturally
6

increasing the desired vehicle-creation frequency for those lanes. For example, if
the desired frequency is 2 vehicles per second in total, and no spawning is
possible on the north/south lanes, spawning will only occur in the east/west lanes
at 1 vehicle per second, as it should be.
•

In the chosen north/south or east/west directions, there are four available lanes.
The spawning function chooses a random number between 1 and 4, and then sees
if spawning on that lane is possible (at the beginning of each lane there is a
bounding box, which flags a ‘true’ Boolean if it is empty from vehicles, signaling
spawning is safe). If the chosen lane is not available, the function continues to the
next lane of the four, until placing is available.

•

If no placing is available (due to heavy traffic), the spawn attempt time is
enqueued in the original lane number that was chosen. Thus, when the lane finally
clears and a vehicle is able to spawn in it, this vehicle will be assigned the time of
this spawning attempt (not its own spawning time, which is also enqueued),
simulating vehicles waiting in traffic before entering the lane. This data assists in
the correct simulation of waiting times in heavy traffic.

•

Once a vehicle is spawned, a turning plan is assigned to it based on the userdefined probability preferences.

•

The function determines the upper bound for the spawned vehicle’s initial speed.
Since there are vehicles of various sizes and speeds ahead of each spawning
location, it is important to determine what is the highest possible speed the vehicle
can be spawned with, so as to avoid colliding with the vehicle ahead of it in the
same lane. This computation involves both vehicles’ dimensions, speeds and
7

spawn frames. Once the upper bound to the speed is determined, it is kept as a
variable, to be passed to the Laminar Traffic Flow algorithm. See ‘Calculating
Max Speed’ in Chapter 5 for further information.
•

Lastly, the vehicle is spawned, and is assigned an average speed.

The resulting environment generates a measured traffic flow into the intersection.
Without regulating this traffic, collisions immediately ensue (Figure 2b). Collided
vehicles are stopped, causing a clogged intersection. In order to avoid collisions, either
the LTF algorithm or the traffic lights must be activated.

Figure 2b: Collisions in the absence of any traffic regulation
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Traffic Simulation – Traffic Lights
An important addition to the
experimentation was the creation of a
control in the form of a standard, trafficlights-controlled intersection.
For the purpose of this, the
option of traffic lights was added, with a

Figure 3: Traffic-lights

switching time that can be varied.
Traffic lights are shown as red or green rectangles at the intersection for each direction
(Figure 3). When traffic lights are on, the following motion features were added to the
vehicles:
•

A vehicle approaching a red light or a car in front of it slows down with proper
deceleration so as to stop at a safe distance from the red light or vehicle.

•

A vehicle always wishes to return to its original speed. If it sees that the car in
front it is moving forward, it will accelerate as much as it is safe to do so. This
simulates the behavior of human drivers as they begin motion from standing still
– they do not all accelerate uniformly, but rather one after the other. Adding this
ability to each vehicle required it to ‘sense’ what is ahead, using a bounding box
suspended in front of it.

•

In each left lane, the first five vehicles enqueued in front of the red light are
assigned a left turning plan. The vehicles behind them are assigned a ‘straight’
turning plan. The right turning plans are left unaltered, but the right lanes do not
commence driving until the five left turning vehicles have completed their
9

turning. This simulates a ‘left arrow’ light, and still allows traffic to have diverse
turning plans.
The result regulates traffic and prevents collisions from taking place. Note that the
traffic-lights regulation was turned off when the thesis’ Laminar Traffic Flow algorithm
was running. The program always ran one or the other, never both.

GUI
A GUI was also implemented, allowing control of turning probabilities, vehicle
creation frequency, toggling Unity’s collision detection on and off, toggling traffic-lights
simulation on and off, and displaying throughput and time data. The GUI also contains
convenience features such as a QUIT button and camera zoom. The simulation’s GUI is
shown in Figure 4a.
One last feature that was implemented in the GUI was the ability to toggle the
LTF algorithm’s simulation on and off. This feature allows the user to see the
computation occurring, by representing the vehicles’ 2D coordinates as green squares
(Figure 4b). With this feature turned on, when a new vehicle is spawned, all traffic is
paused. As the LTF algorithm calculates possible future collisions, its calculations are
slowed down and shown by the motion of the green squares. When a solution is found the
green squares disappear and motion resumes. This feature was extremely useful during
debugging.

10

Figure 4a: Final GUI

Figure 4b: Green squares represent the vehicles in a visual display of computation
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Chapter 3: Laminar Traffic Flow Algorithm Walkthrough
Design
The LTF algorithm has no control over the type or frequency of incoming traffic.
In order to achieve uninterrupted traffic flow, the algorithm keeps an array containing the
500 future frames (an array was chosen over list
for speed purposed). Each frame holds the 2D
locations, orientation and dimensions of every
vehicle. Figure 5 shows the 2D representation of
two vehicles: a pickup truck (blue) and a sedan
(yellow). The array is updated only once per
arriving vehicle, after the correct speed for this
vehicle is determined and assigned. This
vehicle’s 500 future frames are then added to the
array. (In actuality, only 140/500 frames are

Figure 5: Vehicles and their 2D representation

updated for efficiency purposes. All frames where the vehicle is not in the heart of the
intersection are of no interest, as no collision occurs within lanes themselves).
When a new vehicle approaches, the LTF algorithm performs the following:
1. Receives the location, dimensions, speed, maximum allowed speed and turning
plan of the approaching vehicle. This information is then mapped into a 2D
representation.
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2. Performs pre-collision detection in the following sequence:
2.1. Against all vehicles in the 500 future frames
array which are of proximity relevance (will
share the intersection with the vehicle), check if
for each frame, the distance between the two
vehicles’ centers is greater than the sum of their
2D representation’s diagonal (this is a basic
radius collision check). If it is not:
2.2. Check possible collision between these two
vehicles again, using a quick but complete fullcheck algorithm written specifically for this
thesis (see ‘Collision Detection’ in this chapter).
Figure 6 shows three frames (each 5 frames
apart), where a future collision is detected using

Figure 6: Collision pre-detection

this method.
2.3. If indeed a collision may occur in the future, run a loop which:
2.3.1. Modifies the incoming vehicle’s speed by 1/40 of the incoming
speed at a time, once above and once below. For example: 40, 39,
41, 38, 42, 37, 43…
2.3.2. Checks if with the new speed the collision will still occur.
2.3.3. If not: Assigns speed to vehicle.
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2.3.4. If yes: Repeats until a speed is found where no collision takes place,
or until both max and min speed boundaries are reached (no
solution).
3. Modify the vehicle’s speed to be the new found speed, and update the 500 future
frame array once to reflect the new vehicle’s location.
Using this approach, the LTF algorithm was shown to be successful in allowing
traffic to flow without collision or the need to stop. However, there is a saturation point
beyond which the algorithm is unable to find a solution (see Chapter 6).

Versioning
The LTF design process went through two main versions. In V1, collision
detection was re-done every step for all vehicles, as there was no data structure in place
to contain this information. This caused a slowdown in performance, and vehicles were
noticeably paused while calculation was taking place, causing a jittery performance.
In V2, a data structure was introduced to maintain information that had already
been processed. For speed purposes, a 2D float array was chosen. For each of 500 future
frames, the array kept all vehicle dimensions (length and width), 2D location and
orientation, reducing calculation to only concern the single incoming vehicle. This
approach increased performance to a point where the entire simulation was able to run
smoothly without noticeable pausing.
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Both versions required an efficient 2D collision detection method, and one was
written for this purpose, as seen below.

Collision Detection
Unity’s built-in collision detection was
only used on the vehicles themselves, as a
‘real-life’ control to guarantee that indeed no
collision occurred. The real-time data analysis
and collision pre-detection work done by both
versions of LTF, however, required a quick but
thorough 2D collision detection method that
would work on minimal input.
To answer this need, a rotated rectangle
collision detection algorithm was written. It
takes as input a pair of two dimensional vectors
for each vehicle: location and a normalized
direction. In addition, the algorithm accepts

Figure 7: 2D collision detection. Rect ABCD is
rotated.

width and length. The algorithm finds one
vehicle’s four vertices (points A, B, C and D in Figure 7, top), and rotates them to align
with the other vehicle’s orientation (points A’, B’, C’ and D’ in Figure 7, bottom). The
rotated vertices are then compared with the non-rotated vehicle’s width and length, to see
if any of them are inside.
15

If no collision is detected, the process is repeated in reverse (swapping roles),
since in each collision at least one vehicle’s vertex penetrates the other’s rectangle, and it
is unknown which one should be rotated to detect collision.

16

Chapter 4: Program Design
The overall program comprises of roughly 4KLOCs. It makes use of Unity’s
FixedUpdate, a thread which fires at a specific time, as well as a type of independent
thread called IEnumerator (unique to Unity 3D). The benefit of IEnumerators is that they
can be time-regulated and have their return yield to other threads[5]. All IEumerators and
various update threads communicate by modifying static values held by the main engine
script, the ‘heart’ of the
simulation,

Game-

Controller.
In order to achieve
synchronization
all

between

threads,

Game

Controller enacts a frame
counter, which it alone
increments

every

fixed

frame. The main tread and

Figure 8: Program structure

data structure is shown in Figure 8 and discussed below.

Main Scripts and their Functionality
GameController: The GameController script has 2046 LOC. It maintains data, frame
count, thread synching, versioning (LTF V1, LTF V2, traffic lights), as well as GUI
controls.
17

GameController’s main functions and threads are listed below:
•

Start
o Initialize the intersection traffic simulation

•

FixedUpdate
o Increment frame counter
o Traffic light regulation (when turned on)
o Versioning logic (managing elements required depending on which
version of LTF is used)

•

IEnum Laminar Traffic Flow V1
o Initial (but inefficient) LTF algorithm

•

IEnum SpawnCars
o Vehicle spawner
o Launches CheckFutureCollision (main LTF call) thread after each vehicle
spawn

•

QuickCollisionDetection
o 2D radius collision detection

•

FullCollisionDetection
o 2D collision detection (see Chapter 3)

•

IEnum CheckFutureCollisionV2
o LTF V2 thread

•

AdvanceAndCheck
o 2D vehicle future motion simulator for pre-collision detection
18

•

AdvanceAndUpdate
o 2D vehicle future motion simulator for pre-collision detection including
update to the 500 future frames array

•

Various GUI methods: Camera controls, slider and button controls, etc.

Vehicle: The Vehicle script has 520 LOCs and regulates all objects of type vehicle,
including managing their update, motion and collisions. Its main update function is
FixedUpdate:
•

FixedUpdate
o Vehicle motion

VehicleList: The VehicleList script has 763 LOCs and represents a data structure utilized
by LTF’s V1 to store all vehicles’ location, speed, dimensions, and so on. Its main
function is UpdateList, which is called by GameController every frame when LTF V1 is
running:
•

UpdateList
o Vehicle motion in 2D data structure

19

VehicleStat: The VehicleStat script has 722 LOCs and represents a class utilized by
LTF’s V2 update all vehicles’ 2D location, speed, dimensions, and so on. Its main
function, UpdateAndAdvance, outputs the 2D coordinates of future frames for a certain
vehicle:
•

UpdateAndAdvance
o Vehicle motion in 2D

Additional scripts: CameraController (as name implies), VehicleCollider (as
name implies), Box Collider (lane management), QuadUnit (controller for quad
representation of algorithm computation).

20

Chapter 5: Implementation Challenges
There were numerous challenges to overcome in order for the LTF algorithm to
function properly. Most importantly, the level of accuracy between the 3D ‘real world’
and the 2D mapping of data had to be high enough for the slightest future collision to be
detected. What follows are various such challenges encountered and the ways by which
they were overcome.
2D Mapping Precision
Needless to say, accuracy is central to the successful implementation of a 2D precollision detection of Unity’s 3D objects. Figure 9 is an example where the 2D mapping
of a vehicle’s location and dimension are slightly off. Note how the front of the bus and
the front of the vehicle to the bottom-right are both slightly exposed, allowing for the
possibility that they will have a collision which the LTF did not pre-detect.

Figure 9: Slight misalignment in 2D mapping
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In the Figure 10, accuracy appears to have been obtained, but for the middle pickup
truck, whose slight misalignment reveals a single frame lag between the 2D mapping and
Unity 3D’s ‘real world’:

Figure 10: One frame lag between Unity's 3D environment and the 2D mapping causes a slight angle between the
central pickup truck and its representative quad

There were several issues which caused inaccuracies and had to be overcome:
•

Unity’s Update: Unity’s frame function fires when possible, causing frame rates
to differ slightly. Since collisions were occurring due to this inaccuracy alone, a
central ‘heart beat’ was needed to keep all simulation elements in lock-step.
22

GameController’s FixedUpdate, which fired every DELTA (0.0160000f) seconds,
functioned as this ‘heart beat’, signaling the passage of a frame for all simulation
elements to advance their state.
•

Minute motion excess past trigger points needed to be accounted for (see
‘Compensation for Frame-Based Motion Inaccuracies - Code Snippet’ in this
chapter).

•

Meshes had to be recalibrated and re-given a pivot point. In Unity, the point about
which a mesh rotates differs from the point about which it is centered[4], as can be
seen in Figure 11:

Figure 11: The difference between a pivot point and a center point

Note also that the ambulance is slightly off center of its 2D dimensions.
•

The 500 future frame array update (which starts at a certain point in the future and
goes on for 140 frames) required the calculation of the exact frame where the
23

update will commence. This frame was the frame where the vehicle entered the
intersection, and had to be exact. Furthermore, the vehicle’s slight excess in its
location needed to be calculated as well (see Compensation for Frame-Based
Motion Inaccuracies in this chapter).
Overcoming all these issues eventually yielded an exact 2D representation which
allowed for accountable pre-collision detection and successful algorithm run.

Calculating Max Speed
For incoming vehicles, a need arose to calculate the maximum speed they can
have so as to avoid colliding into a vehicle ahead of them in the same lane. Since these
collisions occur BEFORE entering the intersection, they were outside of the LTF
algorithm’s control. This calculation requires incorporating both vehicles’ spawn frames
and dimensions:
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Compensation for Frame-Based Motion Inaccuracies - Code Snippet
As precision is pivotal for the success of this algorithm, calculations had to be
added to account for minute excess in each frame’s motion beyond trigger points, such as
the initiation of turning. For this purpose, the distance traveled beyond a trigger point in a
single frame is added to the arc length of the vehicle’s turn (in this code snippet, this is
extraAngle):

25

Bus Turning Collisions
Busses,

the

largest

of

vehicles, collided with each other
when turning. This was due to the
fact that in real-life, busses turn
their front wheels and follow
them, while in the simulation an
Figure 12: Bus collision

object pivots about its center, causing its back side to rotate in the opposite direction.
This issue was overcome programmatically by compensating for bus motion.

26

Chapter 6: Testing Procedure and Result Analysis

In order to analyze the behavior of the algorithm, a programmatically controlled
array of test runs was conducted, which varied by incoming speed and vehicle-spawn
frequency. The oncoming traffic was kept random, with the 25% left – 25% right – 50%
straight turning plan probability ratio.
The test runs were divided into five incoming vehicle speeds: 40, 80, 120, 160
and 200 units/second. For each of those speeds, 12 spawning frequencies were tested:
Speed

Spawn Frequency (vehicles/second)

40

0.25

0.5

0.75

1

1.25

1.5

1.75

2

2.25

2.5

2.75

3

80

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

5.5

6

120

0.75

1.5

2.25

3

3.75

4.5

5.25

6

6.75

7.5

8.25

9

160

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

200

1.25

2.5

3.75

5

6.25

7.5

8.75

10

11.25 12.5 13.75 15

For each spawning frequency, 20 tests were run, for a total of 1200 test runs. Each
of these runs ran for 80 seconds, and aggregated the number of vehicles that went through
the intersection. At the end of a run, an indication was given as to whether the run was
completed successfully (all vehicles drove through without collision) or whether the run
ended prematurely with a collision (due to the algorithm’s inability to find a solution). In
addition, the time through the intersection was measured.
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As a control, additional test runs were conducted for the same speeds and
spawning frequencies, but with the traffic-lights as the vehicle regulator. Each scenario
had 5 runs instead of 20, due to the predictability of the outcome.

Results: Throughput

Figure 13: Number of Vehicles that passed through the intersection. Note that LTF fails at 2.25 vehicles/second

The throughput comparison between traffic-lights and the algorithm yields stark
differences. The results are shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14. In all five speeds, the LTF
algorithm’s behavior is completely linear to frequency, meaning it causes no delays
which may slow down spawning. Traffic lights, on the other hand, display a trend of
saturation, asymptotically approaching an upper throughput bound, wherein a higher
incoming frequency will not yield higher throughput. This upper limit is simply the
number of cars that can pass through a green light from an infinitely long waiting queue.
28

Aside from being linear to
spawning-frequency,

the

throughput of the LTF algorithm
is also higher than that of trafficlights, showing an improvement
which increases as the frequency
rises.
Of note, however, is the
limit to the algorithm’s tolerance.
The algorithm fails at a certain
point,

where

no

solution

is

available. In Figure 14, this point
is evident where the LTF line
ends. For example, at an incoming
speed of 160 units/second, LTF
failed at 7 vehicles/second.
The five tests have shown
remarkable

similarity,

despite

handling increased CPU load for
higher

speeds.

Aside

from

computation, the LTF algorithm’s
precision when calculating higher
speeds is reduced, as each vehicle

Figure 14: Throughput for various incoming speeds
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covers more ground between pre-collision checks. The algorithm held remarkably well
despite this fact.

Results: Through-Time
The aspect where the algorithm’s true benefit shines is in through-time, or how
long it takes each vehicle to go through the intersection. These results are shown in
Figures 15 and 16.

Figure 15: Average time it took a vehicle to go through the intersection.

In all tests, the through-time for vehicles guided by the algorithm was simply the
time it took for each vehicle of this speed to go through the intersection unhindered, as if
there was no other vehicle on the road. The average speed assigned to the vehicles

30

seemed to persist, with an only very
small slow-down at higher frequencies,
evident in the very slight upward trend
of the through-time graph.
For traffic lights, the throughtime increased along with frequency, as
queues of standing vehicles grew longer
and longer. In addition, the waiting
time is dependent on the time interval
for the lights to change. In all tests
(which were 80 seconds long), the
traffic lights changed every 15 seconds.
Had this been set to longer times, the
average wait time would have increased
as well.
In addition, it is evident that the
higher the incoming speed, the more
pronounced the difference between the
LTF algorithm and the traffic lights.
The lack of need to stop is the
strength
compared

of

this
with

algorithm
traditional

when
traffic
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Figure 16: Through-time for various incoming speeds

regulation. It removes the need to stop or slow down at any intersection. This is akin to
entering a vehicle and driving to a destination without ever stopping, going through
intersections as if there are no other cars on the road. Needless to say, this is a very
appealing benefit.

Results: Success Rate
The vulnerability of the algorithm is most evident in the success rate analysis.

Figure 17: Success rate for speed 40

These graphs in Figure 17 and Figure 18 show what fraction of the 20 runs ended
successfully, and what fraction ended with a collision (for the throughput and through
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time graphs, data was only collected from
successful runs). When considering all
five

starkly

similar

graphs,

the

algorithm’s breaking point is clearly
evident. The algorithm falls apart quite
abruptly

and

around

the

same

any

traffic

speed/spawn frequency ratio.
Needless

to

say,

regulating approach can have nothing but
zero tolerance to failure, since such a
failure results in injury or death. When
considering this algorithm, therefore, it
may be beneficial to incorporate it with
other fail-safes, for example switching to
traffic lights when no solution is found to
avoid collision.

Figure 18: Success rate for various incoming speeds
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Chapter 7: Conclusion
The successful run of the Laminar Traffic Flow algorithm (up to its saturation
point), is an exciting proof of concept for a way to alleviate traffic. Potentially, in a fully
automated environment, a car ride can take place without ever stopping or slowing down,
while increasing throughput of vehicles.
The scope of this thesis is limited to a single intersection. While the behavior of
many connected intersections under LTF regulation remains unknown, it is a reasonable
assumption that such an environment will still behave in a manner similar to the results
discussed in Chapter 6. This is due to the fact that the LTF can be programmed to return
vehicles to their original average speed upon safely leaving the intersection, and thus
there will be no aggregating effect on vehicles as they go through many such
intersections. The failure of the LTF algorithm in one intersection within a multipleintersection environment, however, requires further study, yet it too, remains outside of
the scope of this thesis.
The LTF algorithm is proven to be useful in scenarios where all vehicles are
automated. Examples of this would be trains or subways, robotic warehouse traffic, or
highway intersections if only automated vehicles are allowed. In real life, it is difficult to
know if a time will come where all vehicles are automated. For example, a question
which remains unanswered is that of pedestrians and cyclist. A hybrid approach may be
utilized, whereby as long as all vehicles are automated, the LTF algorithm may control
traffic, and as soon as a none-autonomous vehicle approaches, the regulation switches to
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traffic lights. There are other workarounds to incorporate cyclists and pedestrians into the
LTF algorithm, by adding an unpredictable element and driving around it, yet this
approach remains to be explored.
The LTF algorithm’s breakdown at very high traffic loads is of issue as well, as
this failure point does not exist in current traffic regulation techniques (such as traffic
lights). A solution to this may be similar to the above mentioned solution to pedestrians,
i.e. the combination of LTF with traffic lights, defaulting to the latter when there is no
solution.
Finally, the application of Unity 3D to simulate a complex environment has
proven successful, and a valuable learning experience. The challenges in implementing a
stable and accurate LTF algorithm shed much light into the workings of a multi-threaded,
frame-based 3D simulation. Among the lessons learnt were thread synchronization,
efficiency and accuracy differences in various collision detection methods, 3D mesh
manipulation, precision challenges in frame-based linear and circular motion, and
scripted testing and data analysis.
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